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For the family of parametrized Thue equations
(X+aY )(X&d2Y ) } } } (X&dn&1Y )(X&aY )&Y n=\1,
where n4, di distinct integers satisfying  di{0 or > di{0, all solutions are
determined for sufficiently large values of the integral parameter a using bounds on
linear forms in logarithms.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1909, A. Thue [28] proved that an equation
F(X, Y )=m,
where F # Z[X, Y] is an irreducible form of degree n3 and m{0 a fixed
integer, has only finitely many solutions. His proof is not effective; not until
1968 did A. Baker [1] give an effective bound based on his theory on linear
forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers. Algorithms for the solution of a
single Thue equation have been developed; see Bilu and Hanrot [3].
E. Thomas [26] investigated for the first time a parametrized family of
Thue equations; since then, some families have been investigated: Cubic
families have been discussed by Mignotte [17], Lee [12], Mignotte and
Tzanakis [20], and Mignotte [16]; a cubic inequality has been solved by
Mignotte, Petho , and Lemmermeyer [19]; quartic families have been con-
sidered by Petho [21], Mignotte, Petho , and Roth [18], Lettl and Petho
[13], Chen and Voutier [5], and Heuberger, Petho , and Tichy [10];
Wakabayashi [29] considered a quartic inequality; Petho and Tichy [22]
solved a two-parametric quartic family; quintic families have been investi-
gated by Heuberger [9] and Gaa l and Lettl [7]; a sextic family has been
solved by Lettl, Petho , and Voutier [14, 15] (see also the survey in [10]).
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Most of these families have been solved by Baker’s method using linear
forms in logarithms, the others have been solved applying hypergeometric
methods of Thue and Siegel.
In 1993, E. Thomas [27] investigated families of the type
X ‘
n
i=2
(X&pi (a)Y )&Yn=\1,
where the pi are monic integral polynomials in a. He conjectured that if
0<deg p2< } } } <deg pn , there exists an effectively computable positive
integer a0 such that for each aa0 , the equation has only solutions with
| y|1 (which can be determined easily). He proved this conjecture in [27]
for degree n=3 under some mild technical condition on the polynomials.
Halter-Koch, Lettl, Petho , and Tichy [8] investigated the class
X(X&d2Y) } } } (X&dn&1Y )(X&aY)\Yn=\1,
where d2 , ..., dn&1 are pairwise distinct integers. Based on a very deep
conjecture of Lang and Waldschmidt [11], they could prove that there
exists a constant a0 with the property as above, if the corresponding number
field is primitive, which is the case for almost all choices (in the sense of
thin sets) of the parameters.
In this paper, we will prove
Theorem 1. Let n4 be an integer, d2 , ..., dn&1 pairwise distinct
integers and a an integral parameter. Furthermore we assume
d2+ } } } +dn&1{0 or d2 } } } dn&1{0. (1)
Let
Fa(X, Y ) :=(X+aY )(X&d2Y )(X&d3 Y) } } } (X&dn&1 Y)(X&aY )&Yn.
(2)
Then there exists a (computable) constant a0 depending only on the degree
n and d2 , ..., dn&1 , such that for all aa0 , the only solutions (x, y) # Z2 of
the diophantine equation
Fa(x, y)=\1 (3)
are \[(1, 0), (&a, 1), (d2 , 1), (d3 , 1), ..., (dn&1 , 1), (a, 1)].
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Note that we do not need any information on the Galois group of the
corresponding number field.
The crucial point of the proof is the property called ‘‘stable growth’’see
Section 5where we investigate an asymptotic expansion of some integral
exponent ui , whose asymptotics starts with 1a log | y| due to the symmetric
nature of the factors (X+aY) and (X&aY ) in the equation. The technical
hypothesis (1) is used to exclude the possibility that more terms vanish. As
can be seen in [9], there are families not satisfying (1), where some extra
cancellation occurs in other places, whence the cited equation could be
treated.
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES
We will first look for ‘‘trivial’’ solutions of (3). If y=0, we have xn=\1;
hence (\1, 0) is a solution. If y=\1, we get either
(x+ay)(x&d2 y) } } } (x&dn&1 y)(x&ay)=0,
which yields the solutions \[(&a, 1), (d2 , 1), ..., (dn&1 , 1), (a, 1)], or
(x+ay)(x&d2 y) } } } (x&dn&1 y)(x&ay)=\2.
If all factors are distinctwhich can be assumed for a large enoughthere
are no solutions of this equation due to the prime factor decomposition of
2, since we assumed n4. In the remainder of the paper, we will assume
that there exists some solution with | y|2, and aim for a contradiction for
large a.
Consider now the polynomial
fa(X ) :=Fa(X, 1).
We will need approximations for the roots of this polynomial. Throughout
this paper, we will use O and 0-Notation for a  , where the implicit
constants depend on n, d2 , ..., dn&1 . Furthermore, positive constants c1 , ...
also depending on n, d2 , ..., dn&1 will be used.
Lemma 2. Let
pi := ‘
n&1
j=2
j{i
(di&dj ).
Then the roots of fa are real for sufficiently large a and can be estimated as
follows:
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:(1)=&a&
1
2
(&1)n
1
an&1
+O \ 1an+
:(i)=di&
1
pi
1
a2
+O \ 1a4+ i=2, ..., n&1
:(n)=a+
1
2
1
an&1
+O \ 1an+ .
Proof. Let
:1, M=&a&
1
2
(&1)n
1
an&1
+
M
an
.
An easy calculation yields
fa(:1, M)=\(&1)n+1 2M+ :
n&1
i=2
di+ 1a+O \
1
a2+ .
For clearly, we can choose constants M1 , M2 depending on n, d2 , ..., dn&1
such that fa(:1, M1 ) fa(:1, M2 )<0 for sufficiently large a; hence the sign of fa
changes in the interval (:1, M1 , :1, M2 ) and we obtain the corresponding
bound for :(1).
The bound for :(n) can be deduced in an analogous manner.
For i=2, ..., n&1, we take
:i, M=di&
1
pi
1
a2
+
M
a4
and get
fa(:i, M )=\&Mpi & lpi&d 2i +
1
a2
+O \ 1a4+ ,
where l is some constant occuring in the expansion. Since pi{0 we can
prove the given bound choosing corresponding values of M. K
It is a well-known fact that polynomials of the type of fa are irreducible,
which has been remarked by Schur [25].
Proposition 3. Let n1 and d1 , ..., dn be pairwise distinct integers.
Then
f (X ) :=(X&d1) } } } (X&dn)&1
is irreducible over Q.
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Proof. Let f=g } h with g, h # Z[X], 1deg g, deg hn&1. For all
i=1, ..., n we have &1=f (di )=g(di ) h(di ); hence g(di )=&h(di ) # [\1].
This yields g(di )+h(d i )=0; hence the polynomial g(X )+h(X ) # Z[X] of
degree at most n&1 has n zeros, and thus g(X)=&h(X ). Considering the
leading coefficients of f (X ), g(X ) and h(X ) we get a contradiction. K
As an immediate consequence, fa is irreducible for a>maxi |di |.
3. PROPERTIES OF THE NUMBER FIELD
Let : be a root of fa , K :=Q(:) the corresponding number field of degree
n over Q. We denote by O :=Z[:] the order generated by this root. We
will extensively work in its unit group O_ ; hence we will investigate the
structure of this group. To this aim, we estimate the regulator RO of this
order using the following estimate of Pohst [23]. The results in [23] were
stated only for maximal orders O, but the proofs can be translated literally
to the case of general orders.
Theorem 4 (Pohst). Let K be a totally real algebraic number field of
degree n4, O an order of K with discriminant dO . Let RO be the regulator
of O.
1. If KQ is primitive, we have
RO\ 3 log
2(dO nn)
(n&1) n(n+1)+
n&1 1
n#n&1n&1
.
2. Put 8 :=(1+- 5)2. If KQ is not primitive, we have
RO n
n&2
4(n&1)
1
#n&1n&1
log2n&4 8 log
dO
nn
.
The #n&1 are Hermite’s constants for positive definite quadratic forms [4].
In our situation, this yields
Corollary 5. We have the estimate
RO=0(log a).
Proof. By Lemma 2, the discriminant dO can be estimated by
dO=a4n&6 } 4 } ‘
2i< jn&1
(d i&dj )2+O(a4n&7).
By the above theorem, we get the estimate for the regulator. K
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For i=1, ..., n let ’ (i )1 :=:
(i )+a and ’ (i )k :=:
(i )&dk for k=2, ..., n&1.
From the definitions of fa and :, we see immediately that ’ (i )k is a unit
in O_.
In order to simplify writing, we introduce the following notations:
Notation 6. A :=log a, Dik :=log |d i&dk |,
Di := :
n&1
k=2
k{i
Dik
and l (i )k :=log |’
(i)
k |.
We will need approximations for the units ’ (i )k .
Lemma 7. The following estimates hold,
&(n&1) A&log 2+O \1a+ i=1,
l (i)1 ={A+dia +O \ 1a2+ 2in&1,A+log 2+O \ 1an+ i=n,
and for 2kn&1
l (i)k =
A+
dk
a
+O \ 1a2+ i=1,
&2A&Di+O \ 1a2+ i=k,
Dik+O \ 1a2+ 2in&1 and i{k,
A&
dk
a
+O \ 1a2+ i=n.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2. K
We are now able to collect information on the unit group O_.
Proposition 8. Denote the group of units generated by ’k , k=1, ...,
n&1, and &1 by
G :=(&1, ’1 , ..., ’n&1) .
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Then the regulator RG can be estimated by
RG=n2n&3An&1+O(An&2) (4)
and the index I :=[O_ : G] can be bounded by
I=O(An&2).
Proof. By Lemma 7, we have
\RG=|(log |’ (i)k | ) i=2, ..., n
k=1, ..., n&1
|
A &2A&D2 D2, 3 } } } D2, n&1
A D3, 2 &2A&D3 } } } D3, n&1
= } b b b . . . b }A Dn&1, 2 Dn&1, 3 } } } &2A&Dn&1A+log 2 A A } } } A
+O \A
n&2
a + .
Multiplying the last row by 2, adding all rows together in the last row and
expanding according to the last row, we obtain
\RG=
1
2
(nA+log 4) }
&2A&D2
D3, 2
b
Dn&1, 2
D2, 3
&2A&D3
b
Dn&1, 3
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
D2, n&1
D3, n&1
b
&2A&Dn&1 }
+O \A
n&2
a +
=
1
2
nA(&2A)n&2+O(An&2).
This yields the required estimate (4).
By Pohst and Zassenhaus [24, p. 361], we have
I=[O_ : G]=
RG
RO
=
n2n&3An&1+O(An&2)
0(A)
=O(An&2). K
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4. PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS
In this section, we follow the classical lines (cf. Gaa l [6]). We have
Fa(X, Y)=Ynfa \XY+= ‘
n
i=1
(X&:(i )Y )=NKQ (X&:Y ).
Hence if (x, y) # Z2 is a solution of (3), then we have NKQ (x&:y)=\1;
therefore ; :=x&:y is a unit of O. Proposition 8 yields
;I=\’u1
1
} } } ’un&1n&1 (5)
with integers I, u1 , ..., un&1 , where I=O(An&2).
We define the type j of a solution (x, y) such that
|;( j ) |= min
i=1, ..., n
|;(i) |.
We obtain
| y| |:(i)&:( j )||;(i)|+|; ( j )|2 |;(i)|;
by NKQ(;)=\1 we get
|;( j ) |=
1
>i{j |;(i)|

2n&1
| y|n&1 > i{j |:
(i )&:( j)|
. (6)
This yields |;( j)y|=|xy&:( j )|=O(a&2) by Lemma 2; hence for i{j,
};
(i)
y }= }
x
y
&:( j )+:( j )&dj+dj&: (i) }=|’ (i)j |+O \ 1a2+ , (7)
where d1=&a and dn=a. Thus log |;(i )|=log | y|+l (i)j +O(1a
2).
5. STABLE GROWTH
We define U :=maxi |ui |, where the ui have been defined in (5). Roughly
speaking, we will see in the following that UtAk log | y| for some integer
k. When investigating families of Thue equations using Baker’s method, the
important point is to prove ‘‘stable growth’’ such as
U>aAl
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for some integer l. This discards all ‘‘small’’ solutions (with small | y| ),
whence the ‘‘large’’ solutions will be excluded using estimates for linear
forms in logarithms in the next section.
Proposition 9. We have
log | y|=0 \ aAn&4+ . (8)
Moreover, the estimate
U=O(An&3) log | y| (9)
holds.
Proof. Taking logarithms of the absolute values of the conjugates of
(5), we get a system of linear equations in uk I, k=1, ..., n&1,
log |;(i)|=l (i)1
u1
I
+ } } } +l (i)n&1
un&1
I
, i{j, (10)
where j denotes the type defined in Section 4and denote the associated
determinant by R, which is (up to a sign) the regulator RG estimated in (4).
We will prove (8) depending on the type j of the solution.
Assume j=1. Solving (10) by Cramer’s rule, we obtain
l (2)1 log |;
(2)| l (2)2 +l
(2)
3 l
(2)
4 } } } l
(2)
n&1
R
u2&u3
I
= } b b b b . . . b }l (n)1 log |;(n)| l (n)2 +l (n)3 l (n)4 } } } l (n)n&1
l (2)1 1 l
(2)
2 +l
(2)
3 l
(2)
4 } } } l
(2)
n&1
= } b 1 b b . . . b } log | y|l (n)1 1 l (n)2 +l (n)3 l (n)4 } } } l (n)n&1
=: M1
l (2)1 l
(2)
1 l
(2)
2 +l
(2)
3 l
(2)
4 } } } l
(2)
n&1
+} b b b b . . . b }+O \An&2a2 + .l (n)1 l (n)1 l (n)2 +l (n)3 l (n)4 } } } l (n)n&1
=: R1
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For clearly, R1=O(An&2a&2). We estimate M1 :
M1=
A+
d2
a
1 &2A&D2+D2, 3 D2, 4 } } } D2, n&1
A+
d3
a
1 D3, 2&2A&D3 D3, 4 } } } D3, n&1
A+
d4
a
1 D4, 2+D4, 3 &2A&D4 } } } D4, n&1
b b b b . . . b
A+
dn&1
a
1 Dn&1, 2+Dn&1, 3 Dn&1, 4 } } } &2A&Dn&1
A+log 2 1 2A+
d2+d3
a
A+
d4
a
} } } A+
dn&1
a
+O \A
n&3
a2 + .
Subtracting A times the second column from the first column, multiplying
the second column by 2A and adding the columns 3 to n&1 to the second
column, we get
M1=
1
2A
d2
a
0 &2A&D2+D2, 3 D2, 4 } } } D2, n&1
d3
a
0 D3, 2&2A&D3 D3, 4 } } } D3, n&1
d4
a
0 D4, 2+D4, 3 &2A&D4 } } } D4, n&1
b b b b
. . . b
dn&1
a
0 Dn&1, 2+Dn&1, 3 Dn&1, 4 } } } &2A&Dn&1
log 2 nA&
 di
a
2A+
d2+d3
a
A+
d4
a
} } } A+
dn&1
a
+O \A
n&3
a2 + .
We expand this determinant according to the second column and subtract
the second from the first row,
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M1=
1
2A
(&1)n+1 nA
1
a
d2&d3 D3&D2 D2, 4&D3, 4 } } } D2, n&1&D3, n&1
d3 D3, 2&2A&D3 D3, 4 } } } D3, n&1
} } d4 D4, 2+D4, 3 &2A&D4 } } } D4, n&1 }b b b . . . bdn&1 Dn&1, 2+Dn&1, 3 Dn&1, 4 } } } &2A&Dn&1
+O \A
n&3
a2 +
=(&1)n+1
n
2
1
a
(d2&d3)(&2A)n&3+O \A
n&4
a + ,
where the implicit O-constants dependas usualon n, d2 , ..., dn&2 .
Assume M1>0. Then R(u2&u3)I>0, since R1=O(An&2a&2) and since
we assumed | y|2, i.e., log | y|>0; hence we have an integer (u2&u3)
sign(R)>0, and hence (u2&u3) sign(R)1. This yields
|R|
I
R
u2&u3
I
=M1 log | y|+O \A
n&2
a2 + .
By Proposition 8 we obtain
log | y|c1a
1
An&4
. (11)
If M1<0, the same argument holds.
Assume now 2 jn&1. Since we have made no assumptions about
the order of the di , we can restrict ourselves to the case j=2. We get
R
u1
I
= }
log |; (1)|
log |; (3)|
b
log |;(n)|
l (1)2
l (3)2
b
l (n)2
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
l (1)n&1
l (3)n&1
b
l (n)n&1 }
= }
1
1
b
1
l (1)2
l (3)2
b
l (n)2
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
l (1)n&1
l (3)n&1
b
l (n)n&1 } log | y|+ }
l (1)2
l (3)2
b
l (n)2
l (1)2
l (3)2
b
l (n)2
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
l (1)n&1
l (3)n&1
b
l (n)n&1 }+O \A
n&2
a2 + .
=: M2 =: R2
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Again, R2=O(An&2a&2). We get
M2=
1 A+
d2
a
} } } A+
dn&1
a
+O \A
n&3
a2 +
1 D3, 2 } } } D3, n&1
b b . . . b
1 Dn&1, 2 } } } &2A&Dn&1
1 A&
d2
a
} } } A&
dn&1
a
=
2
a }
0 d2 d3 } } } dn&1
}+O \An&3a2 + . (12)1 D3, 2 &2A&D3 } } } D3, n&1b b b . . . b1 Dn&1, 2 Dn&1, 3 } } } &2A&Dn&1
1 A A } } } A
M$2 (A)
M$2(A) is a polynomial in A, and we want to prove that it does not vanish
identically. We investigate the constant term; putting A=0, we see
M$2(0)= }
0 d2 d3 } } } dn&1
}1 D3, 2 &D3 } } } D3, n&1b b b . . . b1 Dn&1, 2 Dn&1, 3 } } } &Dn&1
1 0 0 } } } 0
=(&1)n }
d2
D3, 2
b
Dn&1, 2
d3
&D3
b
Dn&1, 3
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
dn&1
D3, n&1
b
&Dn&1
} .
Adding the columns 2 to n&1 to the first, we have
M$2(0)=(&1)n }
i di
0
b
0
d3
&D3
b
Dn&1, 3
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
dn&1
D3, n&1
b
&Dn&1 }
&D3 } } } D3, n&1
=(&1)n :
n&1
i=2
di } b . . . b } .Dn&1, 3 } } } &Dn&1
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Assume now i di{0. Then we have to prove that the last determinant
does not vanish. If D2, i{0 for all i=3, ..., n&1, then the matrix is diagonal
dominant since Di=k{i Di, k , and hence not singular. We observe that at
most two of the D2, i can be zero, since the di are pairwise distinct. Assume
that exactly two of them are zero, without loss of generality D2, 3=
D2, 4=0. Assume that n6 and let x3 , ..., xn&1 , not all zero, such that
&Di xi+k{i Di, kxk=0 for 3in&1. We choose i maximal such that
|xi |=max |xk |. We have
Di |xi |= } :
n&1
k=3
k{i
Di, kxk }|xi | :
n&1
k=3
k{i
Di, k|x i | Di . (13)
If D2, i>0, this inequality is strict; hence i4. Assume i=3. We have D3, 4
=log 2 by the assumption D2, 3=D2, 4=0; therefore |x4 |< |x3 | cannot
hold because (13) would become a strict inequality. Therefore, we have
i=4, and by an analogous consideration, we get |x4 |=|x3 |. By assump-
tion, |x5 |<|x4 | , so if D4, 5{0 we obtain a contradiction as above. We
obtain D4, 5=D3, 5=0, which finally implies d2=d5 , a contradiction. If
exactly one D2, i=0, we also get a contradiction for n6 in the same way.
If n5, we investigate M$2(A) directly and see that it does not vanish if (1)
holds.
We are left with the case i di=0. We multiply the first column of the
matrix in (12) by 2A and sum up all columns in the first column. This
yields, since  di=0,
0 d2 d3 } } } dn&1
0 D3, 2 &2A&D3 } } } D3, n&1
M$2(A)=
1
2A } b b b . . . b }0 Dn&1, 2 Dn&1, 3 } } } &2A&Dn&1nA A A } } } A
=
n
2 }
d2
D3, 2
b
Dn&1, 2
d3
&2A&D3
b
Dn&1, 3
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
dn&1
D3, n&1
b
&2A&Dn&1 }
=
n
2
d2(&2)n&3 An&3+O(An&4).
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By (1) we see that d2{0; hence
0 \1a+=M2=O \
An&3
a + .
So by the same reasoning as in the case j=1, we obtain the same estimate
(11).
Consider now the case j=n. The proof of the case j=1 can be translated
literally (using ’2 , ..., ’n :=:&a).
In order to prove the estimate for U, we again solve (10) by Cramer’s
rule; we obtain
R
ui
I
=O(An&2) log | y |+O(An&1),
and (9) follows from Proposition 8. K
6. A LINEAR FORM IN LOGARITHMS
To exclude the possibility of ‘‘large’’ solutions, we use the usual machinery
in this field (cf. again [6]). We will now associate a linear form in logarithms
of algebraic numbers to a solution (x, y), namely
4j, k, l :=I log } :
( j )&:(k)
:( j )&:(l ) }+u1 log }
’ (l )1
’(k)1 }+ } } } +un&1 log }
’ (l )n&1
’ (k)n&1 } , (14)
where k and l will be chosen according to the type j of the solution.
Siegel’s identity
1&
:( j )&: (k)
:( j )&:(l )
}
;(l )
;(k)
=
:(l )&: (k)
:(l )&:( j )
}
;( j )
;(k)
implies by (10)
4j, k, l=I log } :
( j )&:(k)
:( j )&:(l )
}
;(l )
;(k) }=I log } 1&
:(l )&:(k)
:(l )&: ( j )
}
;( j)
;(k) } .
Now, we choose k and l according to j :
j k l
1 2 n,
2, ..., n&1 1 n,
n 1 2.
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This choice yields by (6) and (7)
}:
(l )&:(k)
:(l )&:( j )
}
; ( j )
; (k) }c2
1
a3
1
| y|n
.
We see that 4j, k, l{0, because the opposite would give ;( j )=0; hence
:( j ) # Q, which is a contradiction to the irreducibility of fa . Therefore we
have
|4j, k, l |2Ic2
1
a3
1
| y|n

1
| y|n
;
hence
log |4j, k, l |&n log | y |. (15)
In order to derive a lower bound for this linear form, we use an estimate
for linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers, for example that of
Baker and Wu stholz [2]. For an algebraic number # with minimal polyno-
mial di=0 aiX
i and conjugates #=#(1), ..., # (d), the absolute logarithmic
Weil height of # is defined as
h(#) :=
1
d
log _ad ‘
d
i=1
max(1, |#(i )| )& .
Theorem 10 (BakerWu stholz). Let #1 , ..., #n be algebraic numbers, not
0 or 1, K=Q(#1 , ..., #n) and d the degree [K : Q]. For i=1, ..., n let
himax \h(#i ), |log(#i )|d ,
1
d+ .
Let b1 , ..., bn # Z, 4=b1 log #1+ } } } +bn log #n{0 and Bmax |bj |.
Then we have
log |4|>&C(n, d ) h1 } } } hn log B, (16)
where
C(n, d )=18(n+1)! nn+1(32d )n+2 log(2nd ).
Since constants do not matter in our situation, we will apply this estimate
to the linear form
4j, k, l=I log |:( j )&:(k) |&I log |:( j )&:(l ) |+u1 log } ’
(l )
1
’ (k)1 }
+ } } } +un&1 log }’
(l )
n&1
’ (k)n&1 } .
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Here, the heights can easily be estimated by hi c3A. Hence Theorem 10
yields
log |4j, k, l |>&c4 An+1 log U.
Together with (15), we get
c4An+1 log U>n log | y |.
Since (9) implies log U- Uc5A(n&3)2 log | y |12, we have log | y|
c6A3n&1 ; hence by (8) we get
ac7 A4n&5,
which is a contradiction for large a, and thus Theorem 1 is proved.
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